
A Focused, 
Well-Defined 

Problem

A PEER REVIEW GUIDE

Summarize: Tell the writer what you understand the problem to be.

Praise: Give an example where the problem and its significance come across  effectively 
such as where an example dramatizes the problem or statistics establish its significance.

Critique: Tell the writer where readers might need more information about the problem’s 
causes and consequences, or where more might be done to establish its seriousness.

How well does the writer establish that the problem exists and is serious?

A Well-Argued 
Solution

Summarize: Tell the writer what you understand the proposed solution to be.

Praise: Give an example in the essay where support for the solution is presented 
 especially effectively—for example, note particularly strong reasons, writing strategies that 
engage readers, or design or visual elements that make the solution clear and accessible.

Critique: Tell the writer where the argument for the solution could be strengthened— 
for example, where steps for implementation could be laid out more clearly, where the 
 practicality of the solution could be established more convincingly, or where additional 
support for reasons should be added.

Has the writer argued effectively for the solution?

Summarize: Underline the sentence(s) in which the writer establishes the problem and 
proposes a solution. Also identify the places where the writer forecasts the argument, 
supplies topic sentences, and uses transitions or repeats key words and phrases.

Praise: Give an example of how the essay succeeds in being readable—for example, in 
its overall organization, its use of forecasting statements or key terms introduced in its 
thesis and strategically repeated elsewhere, its use of topic sentences or transitions, or 
an especially effective opening or closing.

Critique: Tell the writer where the readability could be improved. For example, point to 
places where using key terms would help or where a topic sentence could be made 
clearer, where the use of transitions could be improved or added, or indicate whether the 
beginning or ending could be more effective.

Is the proposal clearly and logically organized?

A Clear, Logical 
Organization

An Effective 
Response to 

Objections and 
Alternative 
Solutions

Summarize: Tell the writer what you understand to be the objections or alternative 
solu-tions that he or she is responding to.

Praise: Give an example in the essay where the writer concedes or refutes a likely 
objec-tion to the argument effectively, and where reasons showing the limitations of 
alternative solutions are most effectively presented.

Critique: Tell the writer where concessions and refutations could be more convincing, where 
possible objections or reservations should be taken into account or alternative solutions 
should be discussed, where reasons for not accepting other solutions need to be strength-
ened, or where common ground should be sought with advocates of other positions.

Has the writer responded effectively to objections or alternative 
solutions?




